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Abstract
We describe a simple but expressive calculus of sequential processes, represented as coroutines. We show that this calculus can
be used to express a variety of programming language features including procedure calls, labelled jumps, integer references and
stacks. We describe the operational properties of the calculus using reduction rules and equational axioms.
We describe a notion of categorical model for our calculus, and give a simple example of such a model based on a category of
games and strategies.We prove full abstraction results showing that equivalence in the categoricalmodel corresponds to observational
equivalence in the calculus, and also to equivalence of evaluation trees, which are inﬁnitary normal forms for the calculus.
We show that our categorical model can be used to interpret the untyped -calculus and use this fact to extract a sound translation
of the latter into our calculus of coroutines.
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1. Introduction
The object of this paper is to describe a simple calculus of control ﬂow, based on coroutines; processes which pass
control explicitly back and forth in a deterministic and sequential fashion. We aim to show that a natural and extensive
class of sequential processes can be represented easily using coroutines. Like (for example) continuations, ﬁrst-class
coroutines may not be the most natural of programming language features, but they are nonetheless useful as semantic
“building blocks” which can be used to give concise and precise descriptions of features such as state, non-local control,
and higher-order procedures. (We will concentrate on sequential features here, although as noted in Section 7, the use
of coroutines to schedule multiple threads of control can be expressed by extending the calculus with non-deterministic
choice.)
In one sense our work follows an established strand of research, studying higher-order sequential languages by
translation into process calculi such as the -calculus [11,5]. A crucial difference is that whereas in [5], sequentiality
is isolated from a complicated universe of concurrent behaviour using a subtle notion of typing, in our calculus it is
an intrinsic property. Thus, by describing a notion of categorical model for it, we are able to give a new category-
theoretic account of sequential control ﬂow. In fact, our calculus is closer to more basic process calculi such as CCS
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and CSP. (Indeed, it could be viewed as a sequential fragment of CSP—see Remark 7.3.) One of our objectives is to
obtain operational and denotational representations of sequential processes which are simple (for example, we give an
operational semantics via a series of atomic reductions) and complete for observational equivalence. The deterministic
behaviour of coroutines means that this is possible in a relatively straightforward way by comparison with theories of
concurrent processes.
Underlying our attempts to describe and reason about sequential computational processes is game semantics [2,3,12],
which has provided a precise and wide-ranging account of such processes based upon representing them as strategies
for a two-player game. A correspondence between coroutines and strategies is part of the folklore of the subject. In
particular, although composition of strategies has been characterized as “parallel composition of processes plus hiding”
[2], composition of coroutines might be considered to provide a more precise analogy in many cases, as strategies
typically interact by passing control back and forth, as well as data. Several elements of our calculus (sequentiality,
locativity), and the account of higher-order procedures within it, are shared with Ludics [8,6].
One objective of the work reported here is to formalise the correspondence between coroutines and strategies. We
give a simple games model of our calculus (an instance of our class of categorical models), with a direct correspondence
between terms in normal form (evaluation trees) and strategies. Thus, our calculus provides a new way of representing
and reasoning about strategies and their interaction, potentially allowing new ways of investigating their algorithmic
properties. For example, the calculus can be restricted to a simple regular fragment, for which the denoting strategies
may be represented as regular expressions (following Ghica and McCusker [7]).
Although our games model is structurally very simple, we show that it has sufﬁcient expressive power to model
higher-order functions (and this corresponds to a translation of -terms into our calculus). This development has been
inspired by the work of Longley, who has shown [17] that terms of the untyped -calculus can be interpreted as
strategies on a simple “universal game” in which Opponent and Player alternately choose natural number indices. In
essence, we give a formal construction of such a model, whilst the associated translation into the calculus shows how
Longley’s suggestion that such a model might be useful in reasoning about higher-order languages with state could be
realized.
1.1. Overview
The remainder of the paper may be summarised as follows:
• In Section 2, we describe the term-formation rules and typing judgements of the calculus, together with equational
axioms capturing some of the key behaviours of coroutines. We then describe an operational semantics of atomic
rules for reducing programs to head-normal form.
• In Section 3, we describe simple examples of the representation of various programming language features, including
labelled jumps, while loops, procedure calls, reference cells and stacks, and show how our axioms can be used to
establish their correctness.
• In Section 4, we describe a notion of inﬁnitary normal form, or evaluation tree which can be extracted from each
term. We show that the theory induced by evaluation trees is complete; terms are observationally equivalent only if
they have the same evaluation trees.
• In Section 5, we describe a notion of categorical model for the calculus, together with an example; a simple category
of games and strategies. We show that all models (including the games model) satisfying some further simple
criteria are fully abstract. This result also entails that equivalence of evaluation trees corresponds to observational
equivalence. We also establish a deﬁnability property for the games model (in the style of similar results for games
model of -calculi), showing that strategies correspond directly to evaluation trees.
• In Section 6, we show that the our notion of model has the categorical structure required to model higher-order
functions, showing that it can be used to interpret ﬁrst the (untyped) afﬁne -calculus, and then the pure -calculus
itself. We use this structure to derive translations of the untyped afﬁne and non-afﬁne -calculi into our calculus, and
establish their soundness.
• In Section 7, we examine further extensions and applications of our calculus. We discuss the problems of deciding
termination of programs and equivalence of terms.We sketch a proof that both are decidable in the “regular fragment”
of the language, and describe other fragments for which both are undecidable.We consider the possibility of using the
calculus to analyse concurrent processes, giving a translation of parallel composition and CSP-style communication
using a non-deterministic choice operator.
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Table 1
Term-formation rules
, k : T  k : T
, k : R, j : S, M : T
, j : S, k : R, M : T
 M : ba  N : cb
 M · N : ca   I : aa
, j : ab M : cd , j : ba N : cb
 M |j N : cd
 M : 1b
  ?M : bb    : 1b
, j : ab M : cb
  !(j).M : cb
 M : b1  N : b
  (M,N) : b   0 : 1   succ : 
2. A calculus of coroutines
The calculus comes with a notion of (ﬁrst-order) function type for terms. We assume a set B of basic datatypes,
writing n for a type with n distinct values. In the following we shall take B = {0, 1,}—i.e. an empty type, a type
of commands, and a type of natural numbers, but also refer to ﬁnitary fragments in which  is replaced with some
bounded set of integers.
Terms are assigned function types of the form mn, where m and n are in B. A term of type mn represents a program
which receives a value in n as input on the left, performs some computation, and (if it terminates) produces a value in
m as output. We also exploit the fact that such a function may be represented as a list (of length n) of elements of m1.
The typable terms are given in contexts (sequences without repetition) 1 of variables, according to the judgements in
Table 1. Variables (or coroutine names) come with a complementation operation (_) such that k = k, and if k : nm,
then k : mn. We frequently omit the type-annotations from variables and terms where they are not important.
The key operations for combining terms are sequential composition—M ·N evaluates M and then supplies the result
as an input to N—and coroutine composition—in M |j N , control is initially given to M , calling j transfers it to N ,
calling j transfers it back, and so on, until a value has been computed. The duality of the types of j and j captures the
symmetric character of coroutines—M always passes values of type b to N and expects values of type a in return. But
there is also an asymmetry in the typing rule for coroutine composition, which is due to the fact that control always
starts on the left—and so M can have any input type, which becomes the input type of the whole expression—but if
control reaches N then it must have been explicitly passed by invoking j , so the input type of N must agree with the
output type of j .
The key axioms in the equational theory, which capture the behaviour of coroutine composition are as follows:
(j · M) |j N = N |j M
M |k N = M (k /∈ FV (M)).
The following “structural” axioms permit a certain amount of ambiguity in the bracketing of terms:
(L · M) · N = L · (M · N), (L · M) |k N = L · (M |k N) (k /∈ FV (L)).
We describe the other constants and operations informally, and via deﬁning axioms, as follows:
Identity: I returns its input value, thus we have the axioms:
I · M = M, M · I = M
Zero and successor: 0 and succ are the corresponding functions.
1 We have made the structural rule of exchange explicit in order to simplify the deﬁnition of the categorical semantics. It may be made implicit
by assuming that contexts are sets.
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Pairing: (M,N) evaluates M if its input is 0, and n · N if its input is n + 1, thus we have the axioms:
0 · (M,N) = M, succ · (M,N) = N
Discard (or skip):  discards its input and returns itself as a value—thus we have the axioms:
 · M = M, 0 ·  =  succ ·  = 
Copying: ?M evaluates M , and then returns its original input value, thus:
0·?M = 0 · (M · 0), succ·?M = succ · (?M · succ)
Replication: !(j).M creates a chain of coroutines M |j M |j . . ., thus:
!(j).M = M |j !(j).M
(note that j may remain free in the ﬁrst copy of M). We note also that this equation, and the associated reduction
rule, fail to preserve lexical scoping. This could be rectiﬁed by using a form of recursion which renames coroutines
each time it is unfolded.
The symmetric, transitive and compatible closure of the above axioms will be referred to as the equational theory of
the calculus.
In some cases (for example, giving a denotational semantics) it proves simpler not to allow coroutines to terminate
by returning a value. The corresponding “non-returning fragment” of the calculus is obtained by restricting coroutines
to have empty return type—i.e. we type coroutine composition and replication as follows:
, j : ab M : 0c , j : ba N : 0b
, M |j N : 0c ,
, j : ab, j : ba M : 0b
, j : ba  !(j).M : 0b
However, we may CPS translate each term  M : ab in the full calculus to a term , k : 0a Mk : 0b in the
non-returning fragment as follows:
jk = j · k (M |j N)k = Mk |j Nk
(M · N)k = Mj |j Nk (M,N)k = (Mk,Nk)
0k = 0 · k succk = succ · k
k =  · k Ik = I · k
(?M)k = ?(x) · k |x(Mj |j x · k) (!(j).M)k = !(j).Mk
2.1. Operational semantics
We will now give an operational semantics which will allow us to reduce programs (possibly with free identiﬁers)
to head-normal forms. The values of the calculus are  and the numerals—i.e. the well-typed terms generated by the
following grammar:
v ::=  | 0 | v · succ
A program is an input value composed with a general term—i.e. a term of the form v · M . A term is in head-normal
form if it is a value, or has the form (v · k) · M (thus the only closed head-normal forms are values).
The reduction rules (Table 2) have the form v · E[r] −→ M , where M is either a head-normal form or a program,
and E[_] is an evaluation context, given by the following grammar:
E[_] ::= [_] | E[_ · M] | E[_ |k M]
The evaluation contexts which do not bind k are written Ek[_]—i.e.
Ek[·] ::= [_] | Ek[_ · M] | Ek[_ |j M] (k = j)
Lemma 2.1. The operational semantics is sound with respect to the equational theory— i.e. ifM −→ N thenM = N .
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Table 2
“Small-step” operational semantics
 · E[0] −→ 0 · E[I] v · E[succ] −→ (v · succ) · E[I]
v · E[] −→  · E[I] v · E[?M] −→ v · E[M · v]
0 · E[(M,N)] −→  · E[M] (v · succ) · E[(M,N)] −→ v · E[N ]
v · E[(E′
k
[k] |kM)] −→ v · E[M |k E′k[I]] v · E[!(j).M] −→ v · E[M |j !(j).M]
v · E[I · M] −→ v · E[M] v · E[I |k M] −→ v · E[I]
v · I −→ v v · E′
k
[k] −→ (v · k) · E′
k
[I]
Proof. We show using the structural rules for sequential and coroutine composition, that if E[_] is an evaluation
context which does not bind any of the variables in M , then E[M] = M ·E[I] is derivable in the equational theory. It is
now straightforward to verify the soundness of the operational rules on a case-by-case basis: e.g. v · E[E′k[k] |kM] =
v · E[k · E′k[I] |k M] = v · E[M |k E′k[I]]. 
Given M : a1, we write M ⇓ if reduction of  · M terminates.
Lemma 2.2. If M ⇓ then there exists a head-normal form H such that M ⇓ H (i.e.  · MH ).
Proof. For any program v · M , there exists N such that v · M −→ N , and N is either a program, or a head-normal
form. So the lemma follows by induction on length of reduction-sequence. 
We may now deﬁne standard notions of observational approximation and equivalence.
Deﬁnition 2.3. Given termsM,N : T , we writeM N if for any contextC[_],C[M] ⇓ impliesC[N ] ⇓, andM  N
if M N and N M .
We also note that the CPS translation into the non-returning fragment mentioned in the preceding section is sound
with respect to reduction.
Lemma 2.4. For any M , M ⇓ if and only if Mk ⇓.
Proof. We show that the translation sends each evaluation context E[_] to an evaluation context Ek[_] such that
(E[r])k = Ek[rk].We use this observation to show that if v ·E[r] −→ v ·M then v · (E[r])k −→ v ·Mk by considering
each reduction rule, and hence that reduction of  · M terminates if and only if reduction of Mk ⇓ terminates. 
3. Expressiveness
We give macros and other translations for a variety of programming constructs, both to demonstrate the expressive
power of the calculus, and so that they can subsequently be used to express more complex features. We will also use
the equational axioms deﬁning the calculus to show that our examples behave as claimed. Simple examples include a
divergent term at every type— ≡!(j).j—from which we may derive the predecessor function—pred :  ≡ (, I).
Labelled jumps: These correspond to coroutines which exchange control only once. For example, we can express
a form of GOTO—from , k : ab M : cd , form   label k.M : bd ≡ (M · ) |kI , for which we may derive the
reduction:
v · E[label k.Ek[k]] −→ v · E[I |k Ek[I] · ] −→ v · E[I]
Note that if we add labelled jumps to the non-returning fragment then we regain the power of the full calculus: we may
express coroutine composition M |k N where M : ab as label (j : 0a).(M · j |k N · j).
Loops: Replication is a powerful form of recursion; for instance, we may use it to deﬁne stacks (see below). We
obtain a simpler form of recursion if we require that j is not free in M when we form !(j).M . For example, we may
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deﬁne while loops as follows:
whileM = 0 doN ≡!(k).(M · (N · k, ))
The regular calculus is the ﬁnitary calculus in which replication is restricted in this way. The most basic looping
construct in this fragment is iteration—from  M : aa (with x /∈ ) derive  M∗ : 0a ≡!(x).(M · x)—for which
we may derive the equivalence M∗ = M · M∗, as follows:
M∗ ≡!(x).(M · x) = M · x |x !(x).(M · x) = M · (x |x !(x).(M · x) = M·!(x).(M · x) ≡ M · M∗.
Procedures:Given terms in-context, x : ab M : ab and, x : ab N : C,wedeﬁne [x 	→ M].N ≡ N |x !(x).(M·
x)∗. (If x is not free in M , we require only iteration: [x 	→ M].N ≡ N |x (M · x)∗.)
As an example of equational reasoning, we show that [x 	→ M].Ex[x] = [x 	→ M].Ex[M]:
[x 	→ M].Ex[x] ≡ Ex[x] |x !(x).(M · x)∗ = x · Ex[I] |x !(x).(M · x)∗ =!(x).(M · x)∗ |x Ex[I] = (M · x |!(x).(M ·
x)∗ ·(M ·x)∗) |x Ex[I] = M ·((x ·(M ·x)∗) |x Ex[I]) = M ·Ex[I] |x (M ·x)∗ = Ex[M] |x (M ·x)∗ ≡ [x 	→ M].Ex[M].
Parameterization: It is useful to be able to abstract variables of value type—from, x : n1 M : m1, form  x.M :
mn, the intended equivalences being v · x.Ex[x] = v · x.Ex[v], and thus more generally v · x.M  M[v/x]. We
may represent parameterization by composition with a coroutine, deﬁned using iteration and copying, which always
returns the value with which it was initialized:
x.M ≡ (?x)∗ |x  · M
Then v ·x.M = v ·(?x)∗ |x ·M = v ·x ·v ·(?x)∗ |x ·M = M |x v ·(?x)∗ and hence v ·x.Ex[x] = Ex[x] |x v ·(?x)∗ =
v · x · v · (?x)∗ |x Ex[I] = Ex[v] |x v · (?x)∗ = v · x.Ex[v].
Store: We can express locally bound integer references by setting up a coroutine which behaves as a reference cell:
cell(k) ≡ (u.(u · k · (u, I)))∗
When k :  is read (called with 0) it returns the predecessor of the last non-zero value written to it. Thus, we deﬁne
k := N ≡ N · succ · k · , read(k) ≡ 0 · k and new k.M ≡ cell(k) |k  · M .
We may establish that cell does have the required behaviour—i.e. v · (new k.Ek[read(k)]) = v · new k.Ek[v] and
v · (new v.Ek[k := v′]) = v′ · (new k.Ek[]]) using the equational theory:
First note v · new k.M = v · (u.(u · k · (u, I)))∗ |k  ·M = v · u.(u · k · (u, I)) · cell(k) |k  ·M = (u · k · (u, I) |uv ·
(?u)∗) · cell(k) |k  · M = v · k · ((u, I) |uv · (?u)∗) · cell(k) |k  · M = M |k ((u, I) |uv · (?u)∗) · cell(k).
Thus, v ·new k.Ek[read(k)] = Ek[0 · k] |k ((u, I) |uv · (?u)∗) ·cell(k) = 0 · ((u, I) |uv · (?u)∗) ·cell(k) |k Ek[I] =
v · cell(k) |k Ek[I] = v · k · ((u, I) |uv · (?u)∗) · cell(k) |k Ek[I] = v · Ek[I] |k ((u, I) |uv · (?u)∗) · cell(k) =
v · new k.Ek[v].
And v · (new k.Ek[k := v′]) = Ek[v′ · succ · k · ] |k ((u, I) |uv · (?u)∗) · cell(k) = v′ · succ · ((u, I) |uv · (?u)∗) ·
cell(k) |k Ek[I · ] = v′ · cell(k) |k Ek[I · ] = v′ · (new k.E[]) as required.
Similarly, we can deﬁne a coroutine which behaves as a stack (note that this requires the full power of replication):
stack(k) ≡!(x).(k · (x · 0, ?( · x)))∗
Popping the stack by calling k with 0 (pop(k) ≡ 0 · k) returns the last value pushed onto it (push(M k) ≡ M · k · ).
Popping an empty stack calls x (so we may compose with a coroutine to deal this eventuality).
Given a stackS of integersn1 : n2 : . . . : nm, letstack(k, S) = ((x·0, ?(·x))·(k·(x·0, ?(·x)))∗ |x stack(k)) |x n1·
(k · (x · 0, ?( · x)))∗ |x . . . |x nm · (k · (x · 0, ?( · x)))∗:
We show that stack(k) |k  · M = M |k stack(k, []), Ek[push(k, n)]|kstack(k, S) = Ek[] |k stack(k, n : S)
and Ek[pop(k)]|kstack(k, n : S) = Ek[n] |k stack(k, S).
4. Evaluation trees
To extend our theory of program equivalence beyond the simple equational theory and include the possibility of
divergence, we deﬁne a natural notion of inﬁnitary normal form, or evaluation tree (analogous to a Böhm tree in the
-calculus [4]), with the intention that terms are equivalent if they have the same evaluation tree.
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Deﬁnition 4.1. The evaluation tree of a term M : ab is a set of approximants E(M) = {Mij : ab | i, j ∈ N} deﬁned
as follows:
If b = 0, then Mij =  for all i, j , and if b = 1, then M0j =  and:
• if M ⇓ v, then Mij = v for all i > 0,
• if M ⇓ (v · k) · N , then Mi+1j = (v · k) · Nij ,
• if M ⇓, then Mi+1j = ,
If b = , then Mij = ((0 · M)ij , . . . , (j · M)ij ,).
We will now show that the evaluation tree theory is complete—i.e. terms with distinct evaluation trees are observably
distinguishable. If H,H ′ are head-normal forms, we write H ∼ H ′ if H = H ′ = v, or H = (v · k) · M and
H ′ = (v · k) · M ′ for some M,M ′.
Lemma 4.2. If H H ′ then H ∼ H ′.
Proof. We assume a test eqv : 1a such that v · eqv ⇓  and u · eqv ⇓ if u = v. Suppose H /∼ H ′. If H = v and
H ′ = v′, thenH ·eqv ⇓, andH ′ ·eqv ⇓. IfH = v andH ′ = (v′ ·k) ·M , thenH |k ⇓ andH ′ |k ⇓. IfH = (v ·k) ·M
and H ′ = v′, then H ·  _k I ⇓, and H ′ ·  |k I ⇓. If H = (v · k) · M and H ′ = v · k′ · M ′ then (H ·  |k I ) |k′ ⇓
and (H ′ ·  |k I ) |k′ ⇓. 
Proposition 4.3. M M ′ implies E(M) ⊆ E(M ′).
Proof. Given terms x1, . . . , xn M : ab and x1, . . . , xn M ′ : ab, suppose E(M)E(M ′). Then there exists a least i
such that Mij = M ′ij for some j . We prove by induction on i that there exist terms v,N1(x1), . . . , Nn(x1), P such that
v · (. . . (M ·P |x1N1) . . . |xn Nn) ⇓ and v · (. . . (M ·P |x1N1) . . . |xn Nn) ⇓. At the base case (i = 1) there exists u such
that (u · M) ⇓ H and either u · M ′ ⇓ (and hence M / M ′) or else u · M ′ ⇓ H ′, where H /∼ H ′, and hence M / M ′
by Lemma 4.2 (it is straightforward to manipulate the distinguishing context into the required form).
If i > 1, then there exists u such that u · M ⇓ v · xk · L and M ′ ⇓ v · xk · L′ such that L(i−1)j = L′(i−1)j .
Hence by induction hypothesis, there exist v,N1(x1), . . . , Nn(xn), P such that v · (. . . (L · P |x1N1) . . . |xn Nn) ⇓
and v · (. . . (L′ · P |x1N1) . . . |xn Nn) ⇓. Hence u · (. . . (M · P |x1N1) . . . |xk ( · v · xk · Nk) . . . |xn Nn) ⇓ and
u · (. . . (M ′ · P |x1N1) . . . |xk ( · v · xk · Nk) . . . |xn Nn) ⇓ as required. 
The converse of this proposition is also true; we will use the denotational semantics of the calculus to prove this in
the next section.
5. Denotational semantics
We will now give a description of a denotational semantics for our calculus. This takes the form of a notion of
categorical model and a concrete example of such a model in a category of games. Thus, we obtain a new form of
categorical description of sequential processes which also connects coroutines to the categorical structures used to
model linear logic and higher-order functions; in the next section we will exploit this structure to extract a translation of
the untyped -calculus into our calculus of coroutines. The games model establishes the consistency of the categorical
and equational axioms, as well as formalizing the “folklore” correspondence between coroutines and strategies.
We conclude the section by showing that not only the games model, but every instance of the categorical model
(subject to some mild continuity conditions) is fully abstract. Thus, observational equivalence is the only “reasonable”
denotational theory for the calculus. We show that it coincides with evaluation tree theory.
The ﬁrst requirement for the categorical semantics is an afﬁne category of comonoids. An afﬁne category is a SMC
(C, I,⊗) 2 such that I is a terminal object (so we have natural transformations l = idA ⊗ tB : A ⊗ B → A and
r = tA ⊗ idB : A ⊗ B → B). An afﬁne category of comonoids is an afﬁne category together with a map A : A →
A ⊗ A for each object A such that (A, A, tA) is a comonoid (and so in particular, A; l = A; r = idA) and such
that A⊗B = (A ⊗ B); (idA ⊗ A,B ⊗ idB) where A,B : A⊗BB ⊗A is the twist map for the symmetric monoid.
2 To simplify notation we take the standard step of assuming that the associativity and unit isomorphisms are identities—i.e. C is strict monoidal.
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We will interpret terms-in-context x1 : S1, . . . , xn : Sn M : T in an afﬁne category of comonoids as morphisms from
[[S1]] ⊗ . . . ⊗ [[Sn]] to [[T ]].
Our concrete example will be a simple category of Abramsky–Jagadeesan-style games [2,3] (in fact, our category
is a full subcategory of the category of AJM games and history-sensitive strategies). A game A is simply a set-indexed
set of sets {Rq | q ∈ QA}. We refer to the elements of the indexing set QA as queries and to the elements of each set
Rq as responses (to q). The set of moves MA is the disjoint union of all queries and responses. The set PA of plays of
A consists of the alternating sequences of queries and responses such that each response from Rq is preceded by the
query q.
Morphisms from A to B are, in effect, (deterministic) transducers, i.e. sequential maps from plays of A to plays of
B. As such they may be represented in a variety of different ways: as relations between plays of A and plays of B (as
in [13]) or as bistable functions from plays of A to plays of B [15,16]. Here (as in [2,3]) we give a simple concrete
representation of morphisms as strategies, or sets of traces which interleave play in A and play in B.
A play from A to B is an even-length sequence t ∈ (MA + MB)∗ such that every even-preﬁx s  t satisﬁes the
following conditions:
Projection: sA ∈ PA and sB ∈ PB .
Switching: If sB = ε then s = ε (play starts in B), and sA and sB have equal parity (play can “switch” between
A and B only on odd moves).
A strategy from A to B is a non-empty set of plays from A to B, satisfying the following conditions:
Even-preﬁx closure: If sab ∈  then s ∈ .
Determinacy: If sab, sac ∈  then b = c.
We form a symmetric monoidal category G with games as objects and strategies from A to B as morphisms from A
to B, using essentially the same deﬁnitions as [3]. In particular, composition of strategies  : A → B and 	 : B → C
is by “parallel composition plus hiding”—i.e. ; 	 =
{s ∈ (MA + MC)∗ | ∃t ∈ (MA + MB + MC)∗.s = (tA,C) ∧ (tA,B) ∈  ∧ (tB,C) ∈ 	}.
G inherits the commutative monoidal structure of AJM games. The tensor product of two games is their disjoint sum
as indexed families. Thus, the unit I for ⊗ is the empty family, which is also a terminal object.
Proposition 5.1. (G,⊗) is an afﬁne category of comonoids.
Proof. For the proof that (G,⊗) is a symmetric monoidal category, see [2,3]. For each game A we have a strategy
A : A → A ⊗ A which plays copycat between both copies of A on the right and the single copy on the left of the
arrow. Clearly, this satisﬁes A; l = A; r = idA, and the other equations (commutativity, associativity, unit) making
(A, A, tA) a comonoid. 
5.1. Interpretation of coroutines in G
To interpret types in our categorical model, we require interpretations of each basic type n as an object n.We interpret
the type mn as a n-fold tensor product of copies of m. Thus, for each countable cardinal m we require a functor (_)m :
C → C such that (_)m+1IdC ⊗(_)m (for simplicity, we shall treat this as an identity), and ((_)⊗(_))m (_)m⊗(_)m
(so (_)
 is a monoidal functor). Clearly, for ﬁnite m, we may deﬁne A0 = I , An+1 = A ⊗ An.
In G, n is the game with a single query and n distinct responses, and nm is the game withm queries, each of which has
n responses. Thus, the plays sequences of nm correspond to sequences of natural numbers q1r1q2r2 . . ., where qi < m
and ri < n for all i.
We now describe the categorical structure required to soundly interpret the term-formation rules for the non-returning
fragment.
• To interpret · and I, an associative “internal composition” operation: for each triple l, m, n
, a morphism l,m,n :
nm ⊗ ml → nl , and for each m
, a morphism e : I → mm such that:
(l,m,n ⊗ idnp ); l,n,p = (idlm ⊗ m,n,p); l,m,p (associativity)
(idlm ⊗ em); l,m,m = idlm and (em ⊗ idlm); m,m,l = idlm (identity)
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In G, l,m,n is the strategy which copies a query in nl to ml , uses the response as a query in nm, and then copies
the response to answer the original query.
• For every m, n, a natural isomorphism (_) : C(A ⊗ mn, 0m) → C(A, nm) (i.e. nm is the exponential of mn by 0m)
such that:
m,n = nm,mn; (idmn ⊗ nm); (n,m ⊗ idnm); 0,n,m (∗)
where m,n : nm ⊗ mn → 0m = −1(idnm), and thus −1(f ) = (id ⊗ f ); .
This is really the key equation for our model; it stipulates that the objects nm and mn are in a sense dual and also
allows us to unfold coroutine composition in terms of the twist isomorphism  for the symmetric monoid, and the
internal composition operation .
Lemma 5.2. In G, nm is the exponential of mn by 0m and satisﬁes (∗).
Proof. We have a bijection between plays from A ⊗ mn to 0m and plays from A to nm which relabels queries in mn
as responses in nm and vice versa. This gives rise to a natural isomorphism between hom-sets; we may check that
((f ) ⊗ idmn); m,n = f .
The map m,n copies the initial query into nm, and thereafter plays copycat between nm and mn. Thus, it can be
decomposed into a single call to a coroutine variable, followed by nm,mn; n,m. 
• To interpret , 0 and succ, we require distinguished morphisms skip : I → 1, z : I → 
 and s : I → (
)

such that:
(idn ⊗ skip); 1,1,n = idn, (idn
 ⊗ z); n,
,1 = l and (idn
 ⊗ s); n,
,
 = r
e
 : I → 

 = z ⊗ succ.
In our category of games, we have strategies skip, which responds to the unique query with the unique answer, z,
which responds to the unique query with the response 0, and s, which responds to the query i with the response i+1.
• To interpret replication, we require a parameterized ﬁxpoint operator (see e.g. [10])—i.e. an operation (_)† : C(A⊗
B,A) → C(B,A) such that f † = B; (f †⊗idB); f . So, in particular, for eachAwe have amap⊥A : I → A = id†A.
In a cpo-enriched model (such as G, where the order is set-theoretic inclusion of strategies), we may obtain f † as the
least ﬁxpoint of the operation sending g : B → A to B; (g ⊗ idB); f . We will say that such a model is continuous.
To interpret the value copying operation, we derive a morphism copy : 1n → nn using the monoidal isomorphism
monA,B : An ⊗ Bn(A ⊗ B)n:
copy :  → n = (en ⊗ id1n);monn,1; nn,1,1.
The interpretation of terms from the non-returning fragment using the above structure is given in Table 3. Note that
composition of coroutines is indeed interpreted as composition of the corresponding morphisms (and hence, in G, as
the “parallel composition plus hiding” of strategies). To show that Table 3 allows us to interpret terms (rather than
derivations of terms) consistently, we need to prove a simple coherence result.
Lemma 5.3. In any model C, if we may derive [[ M]]C = f and [[ M]]C = g, then f = g in C.
Proof. This follows established techniques for such proofs [18]. 
To prove soundness of the interpretation with respect to the axioms given in Section 2, we ﬁrst establish the following
lemma about the deﬁned structure.
Lemma 5.4. For f : A ⊗ nm → 0n,
(idnm ⊗ (f )); n,m = nm,A; (idA ⊗ nm); (f ⊗ idnm); 0,n,m.
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Table 3
Interpretation of terms in the categorical model
[[, x : T  x : T ]] = r
[[, x : R, y : S, M : T ]] = (id ⊗ [[R]],[[S]] ⊗ id); [[, y : S, x : R, M : T ]]
[[  I : nn]] = t; en [[   : 1n]] = t; skipn
[[  0 : 1]] = t; z [[  succ : ]] = t; s
[[ M |k N : 0l]] = ; (id[[]] ⊗([[, k : mn N : 0m]])); [[, k : nm M : 0l]]
[[  (M,N) : b]] = ; ([[ M : b1]] ⊗ [[ N : b]])
[[ M · N : nl]] = ; ([[ N : nm]] ⊗ [[ M : ml]]); l,m,n
[[  ?M : ]] = [[ M : 1]]; copy
[[, j : nm  !(j).M : 0n]] = −1((([[, j : mn, j : nm M : 0n]]))†)
If j ∈ , then [[  !(j).M]] = (id ⊗ ⊥mn); [[, j : nm  !(j).M]]
Proof. By property (∗), (idnm ⊗ (f )); m,n = (idnm ⊗ (f )); nm,mn; (idmn ⊗ nm); (n,m ⊗ idnm); n,m,0 =
nm,A; ((f ) ⊗ idnm); (idmn ⊗ nm); (n,m ⊗ idnm); 0,n,m = nm,mn; (idmn ⊗ nm); ((f ) ⊗ idnm ⊗ idnm); (n,m ⊗
idnm); 0,n,m = nm,A; (idA ⊗ nm); (f ⊗ idnm); 0,n,m as required. 
Lemma 5.5. The soundness axioms hold in the categorical model (i.e. if  M and  N are derivable such that
M = N then [[ M]] = [[ N ]]).
Proof. The key (and most difﬁcult) equation is j · M |j N = N |j M:
using Lemma 5.4, we have [[  (N |j M)]] = ; (id ⊗ ([[, j : nm M : 0]])); [[ N ]] = (([[, j N ]]) ⊗
([[, j M]])); m,n = ; (([[, j N ]])⊗id); (idnm⊗([[, j M]])); m,n = ; (([[, j N ]])⊗id); ,nm;
(nm ⊗ id); (idnm ⊗ [[, j M]]); m,n,0 = ; (id ⊗ ([[, j N ]])); ,nm; (r ⊗ [[, j M]]); 0,m,n = [[  j ·
M |j N ]] as required.
To show that M |k N = M (k /∈ FV (M)), we show (by easy induction) that if (k /∈ FV (M)), then [[, k M]] =
r ; [[ M]] and hence we have [[ M |k N ]] = ; (id ⊗ ([[, k N ]])); l; [[ M]] = [[ M]] as required.
To show (L · M) |k N = L · (M |k N) (k : T /∈ FV (L)), we observe that [[  (L · M) |k N ]] = ; (id ⊗
([[, k N ]])); (,T ; ([[, k M]] ⊗ (l; [[ L]])));  = ; ( ⊗ id); (((id ⊗ ([[, k N ]])); [[, k M]]) ⊗
[[ L]]);  = [[ L · (M |k N)]] as required.
To show that 0·?M = 0 · (M · 0), we prove (copy ⊗ z); 
,
,1 = (z ⊗ ((id1
 ⊗ z); 1,
,1)); 
,1,1, since (copy ⊗
z); 
,
,1 = copy; l = (e ⊗ id1
);mon
,1; 

,1,1; l = ((e; l ) ⊗ l ); 
,1,1 = (z ⊗ ((id1
 ⊗ z); 1,
,1)); 
,1,1.
Similarly (copy ⊗ s); 
,
,
 = (s ⊗ ((copy ⊗ s); 
,
,
)); 
,
,
.
The remaining axioms hold by direct application of the deﬁning equations of the model. 
We will now show that any continuous model is computationally adequate—i.e. if [[M]] = ⊥, then M ⇓. We will
say that a term is “replication-free” if the only occurrence of replication is within an occurrence of  (i.e. we treat the
latter as a primitive constant).
Lemma 5.6. For any replication-free term M , either M ⇓, or  · Mv · E[] for some v,E[_].
Proof. To show this, we deﬁne a (well-founded) order on terms, and show that all reduction rules except those for
replication and for copying strictly reduce the size of the term.
Let |M|1 be the total number of occurrences of ? in M , and let |M|2 be the total number of symbols, other than I,
occurring in M . We deﬁne M  N if |M|1 < |N |1 or |M|1 = |N |1 and |M|2 < |N |2.
Then v ·M −→ v ·M ′ impliesM ′  M , since every rule except replication either reduces the number of occurrences
of ?, or replaces some symbol with I, or else directly consumes some symbol(s) other than I. Hence well-foundedness
of  implies that termination of reduction. 
Proposition 5.7. In any (non-trivial) continuous model, M ⇓ iff [[M]] = ⊥.
Proof. From left to right, this follows from the soundness of the equational theory, and hence the reduction rules.
To prove the converse, we deﬁne a chain of replication-free approximants to M . Let Mn be the term obtained by
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replacing every instance of replication !(j).N in M with the n-fold composition of n copies of N (i.e. n(j).N , where
where 0(j).N =df  and (n + 1)(j).N =df N |j n(j).N ). Clearly, [[!(j).N ]] = ⊔i∈
[[i(j).N ]] and so [[M]] =⊔
i∈
 [[Mi]] = ⊥ and hence there exists i such that [[Mi]] = ⊥. Hence by Lemma 5.6, Mi ⇓, and so M ⇓ as
required. 
The remaining property required for full abstraction is the “extensionality” of the ﬁrst-order function-space a
—we
require that [[M]] = [[N ]] if for all v : 1: [[v · M]] = [[v · N ]]. To capture this property semantically we require a
simple further condition on the functor (_)
. Recall that a minimal invariant [19] for an endofunctor F : C → C on a
cpo-enriched category is an object(F ) such that there is an isomorphism out : (F )F((F )) : in, and id(F ) is the
least ﬁxpoint of the operation which takes f : (F ) → (F ) to out;F(f ); in : (F ) → (F ). In the following, we
will say that (_)
 is minimal if for any A, A
 is a minimal invariant for the functor A⊗_—i.e. if idA
 is the least upper
bound of the chain of morphisms {idiA ⊗⊥A
 | i ∈ 
}. Clearly for any game A, A
 =
∐
j∈
 A is a minimal invariant.
Lemma 5.8. If C is continuous and (_)
 is minimal, then for any M : a, [[M]] =⊔i∈
[[i · M]].
Proof. This is by a straightforward structural induction. For the base cases we use the minimality of (_)
, and for the
inductive cases, the continuity of the composition operations. 
Thus, we may describe such models as extensional.
Lemma 5.9. If C is continuous and (_)
 is minimal, then for any term M , [[M]]C =
⊔
i∈

⊔
j∈
 [[Mij ]]C .
Proof. Weﬁrst show that if (_)
 isminimal then for any replication-free term,M , there exists i such that
⊔
j∈
 [[Mij ]] =
[[M]]. We prove this by induction on the ordering deﬁned in Lemma 5.6. If M : b1, then either  · M −→ v · E[],
and [[M]] = ⊥, or else M ⇓ (v · k) · M ′, where M ′ < M and hence we can apply the induction hypothesis to
M ′. If M : 0, then we use the fact that M = ⊔j∈
 [[(0 · M, . . . , j · M,)]] by minimal invariance. Now for any
M , [[M]] = ⊔n∈
 [[Mn]] =
⊔
n∈

⊔
i∈

⊔
j∈
 [[Mnij ]]
⊔
i∈

⊔
j∈
 [[Mij ]] and for all i, j, [[Mij ]][[M]] and so
[[M]] =⊔i∈

⊔
j∈
 [[Mij ]] as required. 
Theorem 5.10. For any terms  M,N the following are equivalent:
(i) [[ M]][[ N ]] in all continuous and extensional models,
(ii) [[ M]]G ⊆ [[ N ]]G ,
(iii) M N ,
(iv) E(M) ⊆ E(N).
Proof. (i) ⇒ (ii) because G is continuous and (_)
 is minimal.
(ii) ⇒ (iii) by the standard argument showing that a computationally adequate model is inequationally sound—i.e.
if [[ M]]G ⊆ [[ N ]]G , then by compositionality, for any context C[_], [[C[M]]]G ⊆ [[C[N ]G]] and so if C[M] ⇓,
then [[C[M]]] = ⊥, [[C[N ]]] = ⊥ and C[N ] ⇓ as required.
(iii) ⇒ (iv) by Proposition 4.3.
(iv) ⇒ (i) sinceE(M) ⊆ E(N) implies that∀i, j ∈ 
.[[Mij ]]  [[N ]] andhence [[ M]] =⊔i∈

⊔
j∈
 [[ Mij ]] [[N ]] by Lemma 5.9. 
Although all (continuous and extensional) models induce the same denotational equivalence on terms, they may
differ by including non-deﬁnable elements (e.g. strategies which do not satisfy the determinacy condition). For the
model in G, however, there is no such (ﬁnite) junk. As should be apparent, there is a direct correspondence between
deterministic strategies and evaluation trees, yielding the following deﬁnability property.
Lemma 5.11. For any ﬁnite strategy  : [[]] → 0k there is a ﬁnitary evaluation tree 3  M : 0k such that
 = [[ M]].
3 We identify ﬁnitary evaluation trees with their maximal elements.
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Proof. By induction on the maximum length of sequence in . Let i : ab11 ⊗ . . . abnn → 0 = {ε} ∪ {0 · s | i · s ∈ }. If
i = {ε} then there exist 1jin and ki < bji such that i · inji (ki) ∈ . We may relabel each sequence s such that
i · inj (k) · s ∈  as a play sˆ from ab11 ⊗ . . . abnn to 0ak . Moreover, the set { sˆ | i · inji (ki) · s ∈ } is a strategy, and by
induction hypothesis, it is deﬁnable as a ﬁnitary evaluation tree  Mi : 0aji . By ﬁniteness of , there exists N such
that for all i > N i = {ε} and hence M = (M0, . . . ,MN,). 
We may extend the semantics of the non-returning fragment to include the general form of coroutine composition
indirectly by CPS translation as deﬁned in Section 2 followed by interpretation as in Table 3. This is sound by Lemma
2.4. We may also show using Lemma 2.4 that if E(M) ⊆ E(N) then E(Mk) ⊆ E(Nk), and this is enough to
show full abstraction for this interpretation. Since if M N , then E(M) ⊆ E(N), and so E(Mk) ⊆ E(Nk), and
[[Mk]] ⊆ [[Nk]]. Or we may give a direct interpretation of the label binding operation as a natural isomorphism from
C(A ⊗ 0m, 0) to C(A,m) (where C is the subcategory of C consisting of comonoid morphisms) which sends i :
0m → 0 to the value [[i]]. The general form of coroutine composition can then be soundly interpreted using label as in
Section 3.
6. Higher-order procedures
We will now show that our model of coroutines has enough of the categorical structure of a model of linear logic
to interpret the untyped (call-by-name) -calculus, N . We will then give a corresponding translation of N into our
calculus of coroutines. We start by considering a simpliﬁed case, the afﬁne version of N—i.e. -terms in which
variables may occur at most once.
Lemma 6.1. If (_)
 is minimal then for any A there is a natural isomorphism A
A
 ⊗ A
.
Proof. We deﬁne an isomorphism  : A
 → A
 ⊗ A
 by taking the least ﬁxed point of the continuous function
 : C(A
, A
 ⊗ A
) → C(A
, A
 ⊗ A
) which sends f : A
 → A
 ⊗ A
 to (idA ⊗ (idA ⊗ f ); A
,A
); A
,A
 .
We obtain −1 as the least ﬁxed point of the analogous operation ˆ : C(A
 ⊗ A
, A
) → C(A
 ⊗ A
, A
).
Then by minimal invariance, ;−1 = (⊔i∈
 nA(⊥)); (
⊔
i∈
 ˆ
n
A(⊥))=
⊔
i∈
 (idnA ⊗ ⊥)= idA
 , and vice
versa. 
Lemma 6.2. If (_)
 is minimal then 

 is an exponential of 

 by 

.
Proof. We have a natural isomorphism  : C(A⊗

,

) C(A⊗

 ⊗

, 0
) C(A⊗

, 0
) C(A,

),
as required. 
Thus, we can construct a model of afﬁne N in C, interpreting terms-in-context x1, . . . , xn M as morphisms from
(

)n to 

 as follows (we omit the exchange rule):
• [[, x  x]] = l ;
• [[  x.M]] = ([[, x M]]);
• [[, M N ]] = ([[ M]] ⊗ [[ N ]]); app
where app : 

 ⊗ 

 → 

 = −1(id

).
We will now give a translation of afﬁne N into our calculus of coroutines which corresponds to this interpretation.
It is satisfyingly simple—application of one term to another is interpreted more-or-less directly as composition of the
corresponding coroutines. First, we require a representation of the encodings of natural number co-products implicit in
the isomorphism  : A
 ⊗ A
A
. We observe that this corresponds to the isomorphism N+NN which sends
inl (n) to 2n + 1 and inr (n) to 2n—i.e. in the games model,  responds to the query 2n + 1 with the query inl (n) and
the query inr (n) with the query 2n, and copies back the response.
We can represent the corresponding primitive recursive functions as operations in our calculus, for which we give
the deﬁning properties and omit the details. Thus, we assume a co-pairing operation—from M : b and N : b, form
[M,N ] : b—with closed terms i :  for i ∈ {1, 2} such that i · [M1,M2]  Mi , and [1 · M, 2 · M]  M .
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The translation is given in a “continuation-passing” style: for each -termM(x1, . . . , xn), we deﬁne x1 : , . . . , xn :
, k :  Mk : 0 as follows:
• xk = (x · k)∗,
• (x.M)k = Lambdax,j,k(Mj ),
• (M N)k = Appi,j,k(Mi,Nj ),
where Lambda and App are operations on coroutine terms deﬁned as follows:
• Lambdax,j,k(M) = [j 	→ 1 · k].[x 	→ 2 · k].M.
• Appi,j,k(M,N) = ([i 	→ [k, j ]].Mi) |j Nj .
Proposition 6.3. For any term  M of aN , [[ M]]C = ([[, k Mk]]).
Proof. Weobserve that the term-forming operations, includingLambda andAppi,j,k are interpreted as the corresponding
operations in the games model (and hence in all categorical models).
• ([[, x, k  (x · k)∗]]) = l—since [[x, k  (x · k)∗]] is equal to 
,
 : 

 ⊗ 

 → 0
.
• If , x : , i :  M : 0 then ([[, k  Lambdax,j,k(M)]]) = (([[M]])).
• ([[, k  Appi,j,k(M,N)]]) = (([[, i M]]) ⊗ ([[, j N ]])); app. 
6.1. Sharing of variables
To extend our categorical interpretation and associated translation to allow multiple uses of variables we require an
interpretation of the ! of linear logic in some form. Our approach is based on the following observation:
Lemma 6.4. If (_)
 is minimal then there is a natural isomorphism A
 (A
)
.
Proof. We use minimal invariance as in Lemma 6.1 to deﬁne A : A
 (A
)
. 
Lemmas 6.1 and 6.4 allow us to infer that the functor (_)
 is in fact a monoidal comonad on C. The co-Kleisli
category of this co-monad is thus Cartesian closed, and the object 

 satisﬁes the domain equation (

)



 and
therefore yields an interpretation of N . A games model of this sort has been described by Longley [17].
Wewill not, however, use such an interpretation of N , principally because the requirement to represent the promotion
rule of linear logic introduces a heavy syntactic overhead into the associated translation. We work with an alternative
notion of promotion, which leads to a simpler translation of application (although it is not sound with respect to
-equivalence).
Deﬁnition 6.5. We deﬁne a map (
)A : A → A
 as the least ﬁxpoint of the continuous map from C(A,A
) to itself
which sends f to A; (idA ⊗ f ). For any morphism f : A → B
, we deﬁne f ‡ : A → B
 = (
); f
;−1B .
We also deﬁne maps derA : A
 → A
 = A; l and conA : A
 → A
 ⊗ A
 = A;A
; (−1A ⊗ −1A ).
Lemma 6.6. For any f : A → B
, f ‡; derB = f and f ‡; conB = A; (f ‡ ⊗ f ‡).
Proof. f ‡; derB = (
)A; f
;−1B ;B; l = (
)A; f
; l = (
)A; l; f = A; (idA ⊗ (
)A); l; f = f .
We show by minimal invariance that (
)A;A = A; ((
)A ⊗ (
)A). Thus, by naturality of ,:
f ‡; conB = (
); f
;−1B ;B;B
;−1B ⊗ −1B = (
);A
; ((f
;−1B ) ⊗ (f
;−1B )) = A; (f ‡ ⊗ f ‡) as
required. 
We may thus give a semantics of N in C, interpreting a term x1, . . . , xn M as a morphism from (

)n to 

 as
follows:
• [[, x  x]] = l; der,
• [[  x.M]] = ([[, x M]]),
• [[ M N ]] = con; ([[ M]]‡ ⊗ [[ N ]]); app.
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Proposition 6.7. This interpretation of N is sound with respect to -equivalence.
Proof. [[,  (x.M) N ]] = (id ⊗ [[ N ]]‡); [[, x M]]. We show by structural induction using Lemma 6.6 that
this is equal to [[, M[N/x]]]. 
To represent this interpretation as a translation into our calculus we require a representation of the isomorphism
(A
)
A
, which corresponds to the isomorphism from N × N to N which sends 〈m, n〉 to 2m.(2n + 1). This is
deﬁnable in our calculus as a natural number pairing operation: from M : b and N : b, form 〈M,N〉 : b, with
closed terms i :  for i ∈ {1, 2} such that 〈v1, v2〉 · i = vi and 〈M · 1,M · 2〉 = M . We also assume an equality
test taking terms M,N : 1 to a term (M = N) : 1 which evaluates M and N and produces output 0 if they are
equal, and 1 otherwise.
We deﬁne operations of promotion and dereliction on coroutines as follows:
• Promi,k(M) = j∗ |j !(j).(a.a · (b.(a · 1 = b · 1) · ((b · 2 · i · k), b · j) · j)∗ |i M).
• derj,k(M) = (〈0, I〉 · j · k)∗ |j M .
The Prom operation uses replication to create multiple copies of each term (“threads”) each indentiﬁed by a separate
natural number tag. When the promoted coroutine is called, this tag is extracted and checked against the tag for each
existing thread; if it fails to match then another thread is spawned. We could also give a coroutine for contraction on a
single variable, which has the effect of co-pairing the tags for all of the threads, but we do this by substitution instead.
Thus, we translate terms of N as follows:
• xk = derj,k((x · j)∗),
• (x.M)k = Lambdax,j,k(Mj ),
• (M(x1, . . . , xn) N(x1, . . . , xn))k = Appj,l,k(Promi,j (Mi[ (〈1 · 1, 2〉 · x)/x]), Nl[ (〈1 · 2, 2〉 · x)/x]).
Proposition 6.8. For any term  M of N , [[ M]]C = ([[, k Mk]]).
Proof. By induction on M , using the following facts about promotion, dereliction and contraction.
• ([[x : , k :   〈0, I 〉 · x · k∗]]) = der
.
• ([[, i :  M : 0]])‡ = ([[, k  Promi,k(M)]]).
• If , x : , y :  M : 0 then [[M[(〈1 · 1, 2〉 · z)/x][(〈1 · 2, 2〉 · z)/y]]] = (id ⊗ con); [[ M]]. 
Hence by Proposition 6.7, the translation is sound with respect to -equivalence.
Corollary 6.9. For any -terms x.M,N we have (x.M N)k  M[x/N ].
Although we have presented our encodings of higher-order procedures as translations from the pure calculus N
and its afﬁne variant, we may use the macros for procedural abstraction and application to interpret the extension of
our calculus of coroutines with higher-order functions. Thus, by combining them with the macros for features such as
reference cells we can can capture the interaction of functional and imperative behaviour.
7. Further directions: reasoning about coroutines
The capacity of our calculus to represent a variety of programming styles by translation offers at least the possibility
of equational reasoning in settings where this has traditionally been seen as difﬁcult, such as higher-order languages
with state. The simple games model of our calculus also suggests the possibility of model checking properties of
programs via translation into our calculus. Here, we outline a few basic results and some further possibilities.
Clearly, termination is not decidable for general terms of the calculus; we have shown, for example, how to express
simple imperative programs with while loops. Restricted to ﬁnite basic types, the calculus is still Turing complete;
we have shown that we can express arbitrary numbers of stacks, and hence a two-stack machine. In fact, although
recursively deﬁned (ﬁrst-order) procedures seem rather less expressive than replication, access to ﬁrst-order coroutines
means that they still push us into Turing completeness.
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Proposition 7.1. Termination of terms of ﬁnite type containing recursive procedures is undecidable.
Proof. We can write a counter as a term of our calculus:
counter(k) = [x 	→ while (1 · k) do j |j x · j ].(0 · k, x)∗
(calling k with 1 increments the counter by 1, and returns 1, calling k with 0 decrements it by 1 and returns 1 if it is
non-empty, or returns 0 if it is empty.)
Consequently, we can express two-counter machines, and so this fragment is Turing-complete. 
As the names suggests, there is a fragment of the calculus in which recursion is restricted to iteration.
Proposition 7.2. Observational equivalence of terms in the regular fragment is decidable.
Proof (sketch). We followGhica andMcCusker [7] in showing that wemay interpret every term of the regular fragment
as a regular expression which generates the trace of the corresponding strategy in the games model. In particular, the
property of being a well-formed play over a gamewith a ﬁnite number of queries and responses is regular (since we have
no pointers or other tags), and composition of regular strategies (and hence coroutines) is regular. Since equivalence
of regular expressions is decidable, so is denotational, and hence observational, equivalence. 
Thus, we may consider programs to be suitable for ﬁnite-state model checking if they can be translated into the
regular fragment of our calculus. For example, we can show that those higher-order procedures which can be typed
using a version of Abramsky’s “serially re-entrant” typing system [1] can be translated into the regular fragment. We
may also capture other classes of grammars (e.g. those recognized by DPDAs) via translation into fragments of our
calculus in which the number or form of uses of replication is restricted. Another possibility, as yet unexplored, would
be to capture complexity classes by such means.
7.1. Concurrency
The focus of this paper has been on the use of coroutines to express and study sequential features, although coroutines
aremore usually considered in the context of implementing concurrent computation.Here, we sketch simple translations
of concurrency primitives such as parallel composition, andmessage passing between threads by adding an erratic choice
operator + to our calculus with the typing rule:
 M1 : ab  M2 : ab
  (M1 + M2) : ab .
We extend the operational semantics with the reduction rule:
v · E[M1 + M2] −→ v · E[Mi] (i ∈ {1, 2}).
Our games model of coroutines readily extends to non-determinism by lifting the determinacy condition on strategies.
(To obtain amore complete picture of non-deterministic behaviour, wemay also record the divergences of each strategy,
following Harmer and McCusker [9].)
We translate parallel composition of processes using an additional coroutine variable to swap between the threads:
(M‖N)k ≡ ((i + j) · k)∗ |i Mi |j Nj .
We can express (synchronous) CSP-style message passing and channel restriction using a shared memory cell as
follows:
(snd c)k : 1a = v.!(j).read(c) · (c := (v + 1), k · j)
(rcv c)k = a1 =!(j).read(c) · (k · j, ?(c := 0))
(c.M)k ≡ cell(c) |c  · Mk
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This is just one representation of concurrency primitives amongstmany—for example,wemay implement asynchronous
communication using a stack for each channel as follows:
(snd c v)k ≡ push(v, c) · k∗
(rcv c)k =!(j).pop(c)
(c.M)k ≡ stack(c) |c  · Mk
Remark 7.3. We observe also that we can represent the operations of coroutine invocation and composition using
message passing and parallel composition. We associate to each coroutine variable k : ab, and its complement k : ba
a pair of channel names k1 (passing values of type b) and k2 passing values of type a. To call k we send on k1 and
then receive on k2 ((snd k1) · (rcv k2)) and to call k we send on k2 and receive on k1 ((snd k2) · (rcv k1)). We express
coroutine composition as M |k N ≡  k1. k2.(M‖N).
We leave detailed analysis and comparison of these implementations of these representations of concurrency, and
study of the operational and denotational properties of coroutines combined with non-determinism, as future work.
7.2. Higher-order functions and coroutines
We have shown that in principle, we may encode higher-order procedures using coroutines. However, in addition
to being quite complicated, this interpretation potentially throws away most of the typing information which can be
associated with higher-order functions. Instead, in a sequel to the work reported here, we study the interaction between
procedures and ﬁrst-order coroutines by extending our calculus with -abstraction and application.
We axiomatize the categorical structure required to interpret both functions and coroutines using some of the notions
described in Section 5, together with some of those used to interpret functional-imperative languages in [14]. Supporting
our view that coroutines occur naturally in game semantics, we note that examples of our notion of model include
some particularly simple categories of games, such asAJM games and history-sensitive strategies, and Hyland–Schalk
graph games [13]. Developing the observation of Section 6 that the object 

 is reﬂexive, we may show that every
type-object of our language is a retract of a ﬁrst-order type which interprets as

.As discussed by Longley, this allows
properties such as universality and full abstraction to be readily lifted from ﬁrst-order to all types.
Another possible extension, suggested by the -calculus, would be to allow names to be passed between coroutines.
The current restriction to “ﬁrst-order” value-passing imposes a limit on the expressiveness of the calculus—we lack a
straightforward representation of higher-order references, for example. However, extending the calculus to higher-order
radically alters (and complicates) the nature of interaction between terms, as names may be called outside their original
scope, so that they no longer behave as coroutines.
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